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1. Sandstone Walls

7. Quan Yin Grotto

Throughout the Peace Park and around The Great Stupa you will
notice many sandstone walls that have been constructed by stone
masons, volunteers and members of the ‘work for the dole’
program. The sandstone comes from a quarry at Campbell’s Creek

A statue of Quan Yin, the female Buddha of compassion will stand
on the pedestal in the centre of the pond. The statue is currently
in construction. It will be seven meters high and made from poly
marble

2. Bodhi “Boh-dee” Trees

8. Interfaith Installations

The Buddha attained enlightenment after meditating under a
Bodhi tree (ficus religiosa) in Bodh Gaya (India) for 49 days. Our
Bodhi trees all come from that original tree (cuttings, from
cuttings, from cuttings) dating back 2600 years. His Holiness the
Dalai Lama brought the first of our Bodhi trees to Australia

A large Hindu deity will be created on the cleared space to the left
of the Quan Yin grotto. An Islamic cave sponsored by the Islamic
Council of Victoria will be built under the tree to the right of the
grotto. A two metre tall Ik Onkar which is being offered by the
Sikh community of Victoria placed on a stone next to our waterfall

3. Gardens

9. Memorial Walls and Memorial Trees

We began planting our gardens in 2013. Plants were chosen that
would do well in the local environment and offer a mix of flowers,
scents, lush foliage, autumn colour and summer shade. They say, if
you ring the bell and make a wish at the wishing well, your wish
may come true – but sorry it does not come with a guarantee

Memorial walls around The Great Stupa hold the ashes of loved
ones. The ashes are sealed in with a bronze plaque. Trees around
The Great Stupa are also available for memorials. The tree types
are: Top row (closest to the Stupa) - Crepe Myrtle, middle row Manchurian Pear, and outer row - Chinese Elm

4. Waterfall with “Tummo” the Dragon

10. Elephants

Our large waterfall features “Tummo” the dragon. Tummo’s name
means ‘inner fire’ in Tibetan and the statue was made specially for
the Great Stupa by Melbourne artist Sian Diamond. Lotuses and
water-lillies bloom in summer

These three elephants were offered by Lama Zopa Rinpoche. They
are each making offerings to The Great Stupa. Elephants are often
used as an example in Buddhism because if you control an
elephant it has the power to do amazing work, just like our minds.

5. St Francis of Assisi

11. Tibetan Snow Lions

St Francis stands two meters tall and has been offered by the
Catholic Sandhurst Diocese. The statue was blessed by Bishop Les
Tomlinson, Bishop of Sandhurst on 11 May 2018. Afterwards Lama
Zopa Rinpoche spoke of the humility, love and miracles of St
Francis. St Francis was painted by Lucy Wang

The snow lions are carved from marble in Vietnam. They have
been painted by Lobsang Konchok in the traditional Tibetan style
with flowing turquoise green manes. The role of the lions is to
protect the Great Stupa.

6. Golden Thai Buddha

12. Prayer Wheels

The Thai Buddha statue was offered by a benefactor. It was made
from fibreglass in Thailand. The eyes have been painted by a
Tibetan artist

The prayer wheels have been hand crafted in Nepal from copper.
Inside each prayer wheel the mantra OM MANI PADME HUM (in
Tibetan) is written 20 million times. Always spin the prayer wheels
in a clockwise direction, and as you do visualise that the light of
peace and compassion is spreading out as far as you can imagine.
Eventually the walls of The Great Stupa will be covered with over
200 prayer wheels. Lucy Wang is in the process of gold leafing the
OM MANI PADME HUM mantras on the outside of the wheel.
(this is real gold leaf so it is best to not touch the gold).

See next page for
map of the area
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